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Public Display of … Pole Dancing??
(Vancouver, B.C.) Sharon Goodman and her bevy of instructors from Pole Dance Studio are
st
scheduled for a pole dancing performance on the main stage of their first tradeshow at the 1
th
th
Annual She Show this weekend on February 11 and 12 .
The She Show women’s exhibition is hosting a 2-day event this weekend for local businesses to
showcase their wares related to the latest trends in fashion, health, food, and fitness – including
pole dancing.
Highlighting the components of health and fitness – and “redefining sexy” at the same time – Pole
Dance Studio will be performing an exhilarating 30 minute demonstration on Saturday at 1:45pm
and Sunday at 3:15pm. The presentation will feature a variety of pole manoeuvres, dance steps,
lap dancing, and ultra-sexy floor work – a perfect inspiration for anyone considering surprising
their significant other with something a little different this Valentine’s Day!
As well as strutting their stuff on the main stage, Pole Dance Studio will have an exhibitor’s booth
at the show with information on classes, workshops, and private parties, and will have some of
their “iPole” signature merchandise for sale.
The pole dancing phenomenon has been the talk of the town lately. In a recently published
article, “Best of the City” in the WestEnder (WE), the results of a poll indicated their readership’s
top choices of local media personalities and politicians they’d most like to see pole dance.
Congratulations, Tamara Taggart for top media person and Gordon Campbell for top politician the
people wish to see “shakin’ your thang”!
Sharon Goodman at Pole Dance Studio echoes the people’s wishes and expresses the hope that
Tamara will indulge in a little investigative reporting and that Gordon appeases his constituents’
request at her studio.
“We cordially invite Tamara Taggart and Gordon Campbell to try a complimentary pole dancing
class here at our studio. The invitations are presently in the mail and we’d be thrilled if they
accept our offer”, Goodman said.
Pole Dance Studio is situated in a spacious 2000 sq.ft. penthouse located above the Celebrities
night club in downtown at 400-1026 Davie St. Vancouver, B.C.. The gorgeous studio is equipped
with 8 gleaming dance poles and a state-of-the-art sound system which is a perfect venue for
stagettes and private parties.
Pole Dancing is not just for "strippers" anymore – it's for the everyday woman … and for the local
media or political celebrity, too, according to the public at large!
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